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Introduction. This note is a continuation of our previous note on
the divisibility by 2 of the eigenvalues of Hecke operators [1]. We will
omit the proofs of the theorems in this note. Details will appear in K.
Hatada "On the eigenvalues of Hecke operators" [3].
1. Let Sw/2 be the space of cusp forms of weight w+2 on
SL(2, Z). Let be any eigenvalue of the Hecke operator T(p) on S+2
where p is a rational prime. In K. Hatada [1] we proved the following
Theorem 1 and announced Theorem 2:
Theorem 1. p is divisible by 2 for any rational prime p and for
any even weight w + 2.
Theorem 2. (i) p is divisible by 4 for any prime p with p--- 1
mod 4 and for any even weight w + 2.
(ii) (-2) is divisible by 4 for any prime p with t0-- + 1 mod 4 and
for any even weight w + 2.
Pro2. J.-P. Serre sent us some experimental results, computed
on a machine, which are proved by Theorems 2, 4 and 5 in this note.
Later he sent his conjectures compatible with the known results
(see Remark 1 below), which are proved by Theorems 3 and 6. The author wishes to express his gratitude to Pro. Serre or his suggestions.
In 1 o this note we give congruences or eigenvalues o the
Hecke operators on S+. They are Theorems 3-9.
Let be any eigenvalue of the T(p) on S+.
Theorem 3. --l+p mod 8, for any odd prime p and for any
even weight w + 2.
Theorem 4. 22 is divisible by 8 for any even weight w + 2.
is divisible by 16 for any weignt w + 2 such
Theorem 5. (i)
that w-- 0 mod 4.
(ii) 2. is divisible by 32 for any weight w + 2 such that w =_0 mod 4
and w 0 mod 8.
Theorem 6. 2_= 1 +t0 mod 3 for any rational prime p except for
p=3 and any even weight w +2.
Theorem 7. 23 is divisible by 3 for any even weight w + 2.
Theorem 8. 211--2 mod 5 for any even weight w+2.
Theorem 9. 219--0 mod 5 for any even weight w+2.
Remark 1. Let tr T(p)+2 be the trace o the T(p) on S+. A ew
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years ago Prof. Serre and Prof. Tate obtained the results that
or any prime p (ev2),
tr T(p)+.= (1 +p) dime S+ mod 8
and that
or any prime p (=3).
trT(p)/--(l+p)dimcS/mod3
Next Propositions 1, 2 and 3 are obtained by trace formula.
Proposition 1. tr T(5)/0 mod 5
any
even weight w + 2.
for
Proposition 2. tr T(7)/--0 mod 7
for any even weight w + 2.
Proposition
if w-- --1 mod
tr T(ll)+-- [1 mod 11
0 mod 11
if w- 1 mod 11
These propositions are obtained by Proposition 1 in M. Koike (Nagoya
Math. Journal Vol. 56 (1973) 45-52).
2. We consider in this 2 congruences for eigenvalues of Hecke
operators on cusp forms for some congruence subgroups cSL(2,Z).
The results given in this 2 are not directly suggested by Prof. Serre,
but they are related to the theorems in 1 of this paper.
1) We set S/.(F(2))=the space of cusp forms of weight w+2
a
Let
and

11.

bd)SL(2,Z),a--d=_lmod2 b--c--Omod2}.
on/"(2)=((c
Then
operator T(p)
be any

on S/(F(2)).
eigenvalue of the Hecke
2
we have
Theorem 10. 2--l+p mod 4 for all odd primes p and for any
even weight w + 2.
Let S/(Fo(N)) be the space of cusp forms of weight w+2 on

2) Let

2v be any eigenvalue of the T(p) on S+(F0(3)).
Theorem 11. 2 is divisible by 2 for any odd prime p (at least
except for p=3) and for any even weight w +2.
Theorem 12. 2--- 1 + p mod 3 for any odd prime p (4= 3) and for
any even weight w + 2.
3) Theorem 13. Any eigenvalue of the Hecke operators T(p) on
S+.(F0(6)) is divisible by 2 for any rational prime p with p--1 mod 3
and for any even weight w + 2.
Remark 2. Similar results to Theorem 11 hold for S(F0(5)) and
s,(0(5)).
:}. There are congruences of eigenvalues obtained rom the ratio
of the periods of primitive forms. (The basic reference is Manin [5].)
Let f e Sw+.(Fo(N)) be any primitive orm. Set f--,+2 a exp 2u inz.
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(f [g])(z)zdz,

I(1, g)= Im

(f [g])(z) d.
We set SL(., Z) Q)2- F,(N)g, the left eoset decomposition. We
showed in [] tha both the ratio of {R(I, g)} 0 N N w, 1N N m and the
ratio of {I(l, g)} 0N1Nw, 1NNm are obtained by solving linear equations with eoeeiens in (t, a, ca, ..). By diree eomuations of he
ratio of {I(1, g)} ONlNw, lNNm and exending he eoeNeiens heorein for S(2, Z) in anin [] o the eongruenee subgroup F,(N), we
obtain some congruences of the eoeeients o the f (see []).
Example 1. or Sa(Fo(2)), we have
1 + p mod 17
for any odd prime
Example Z. or So(F,(2)), we have
1 + mod 1
for any odd rime
Example 3. Nor S(Fo(6)), we have

a 0 rood 2 for any odd rime
They are derived from
Lemma (K. Hatada [2] Lemma 12). Le$ p be any prime with p N.
Then there are rational integers T,(p) (l]m,llw--1) which
satisfy
F] T(p)(z)dz=(1 +p+) F(z)dz+
for all F e S+2(F0(N)). Here w2.
For weight w + 2 2 cases,
Example 4. For S2(F0(ll)), we have

T,(p)

F] [g](z)zdz,

al + p mod 5 for any odd prime p not dividing 5.
Example 5. For S(F0(17)), we have
al +p mod 4 for any odd prime p ( 17).
Example 6. For S(F0(19)), we have
a 1 + p rood 3 for any odd prime p ( 19).
These Examples 4-6 are obtained by [4] 7.9 Theorem and 8.3
Computations of the tables, and are obtained by a different method (see
[9], (7.6.19)).
They are analogue for r(p) 1 + p mod 691 where
q

(1-- q)2=

r(n)q.
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